Introduction
One of the most well-known classifications of rewrite grammars is the Chomsky hierarchy. Grammars and languages are of type 0(unrestricted), type 1(context-sensitive), type 2(context-free) or of type 3(regular). Much reseazch has been done involving regulaz and context-free grammazs. Contextfree languages can be recognized in a time that is polynomial in the length of the input and the length of the grammar [Eazley, 1970] . Recognition of type 0 languages is undecidable. We see two majors tracks for the reseazch on grammazs which lie between these two grammaz classes.
First, people have tried to put restrictions on context-sensitive grammazs in order to generate context-free languages. Among them are Book [1972] , Hibbard [1974] and Ginsburg and Greibach [1966] . Baker [1974] has shown that these attacks come down to the same more or less. They all block the use of context to pass information through the string. Book [1973] gives an overview of attempts to generate context-free languages with non-contextfree grammazs. How to restrict permutative grammars in order to generate context-free languages is described in Malckinen [1985] .
The other track is the track of complexity of recognition. One of the best introductions to complexity theory is Gazey and Johnson [1979] . They state that recognition for context-sensitive grammazs is PSPACE-complete (referring to [Kuroda, 1964] and [Karp, 1972] ). Some people have tried to put restrictions on CSG's so that recognition lies somewhere between PSPACE and P. Book [1978] has shown that for linear time CSG's recognition is NPcomplete even for (some) fixed grammars. Furthermore there is a result that recognition for gmwing CSG's is polynomial for fixed grammazs [Dahlhaus and Wazmuth, 1986] . This is the line I am following.
In this azticle I will consider one type of restricted context-sensitive grammars, the acyclic context sensitive grammars. The complexity of recognition is lower than in the unrestricted case because we restrict the amount of information that can be sent (and we do not block it by bazriers!). In the unrestricted case we can send messages that leave no trace. After a message that changes 0's into 1's e.g. we can send a message that does the reverse. In sending a message from one position in the sentence to another, the intermediate symbols are not changed. In fact they are changed twice: back and forth. With acyclic csg's, this is not possible and the amount of information that can be sent is restricted by the grammar.
Definitions
A grammar is a 4-tuple, G-(V, E, R, S), where V is a set of symbols, E C V is the set of terminal symbols. R C Vt x V' is a relation defined on strings. Elements of R are called rules. S E V`E is the staztsymbol.
A grammaz is context-aenaitive if each rule is of the form aZp~ary~3whereZEV`E;a"O,ryEV';ry~e. A grammaz is context-free if each rule is of the form Z~rywhereZEV`E;ryEV';ry~e.
Derivability (~) between strings is defined as follows:
The transitive closure of~is denoted by~. The transitive reflexive closure of~is denoted by~. The language generated by G is defined as
L(G) -{w E E'~S~w}.
A derivation of a string b is a sequence of strings xl, xZ, ..., x" with S-xl,foralli(1CiGn)x;~x;~l andx"-b.
A context-free grammaz is acyclic if there is no Z E V`E such that
Z~Z. This implies that there is no string a E V' such that a~a.
We can map a context-sensitive grammar G onto its associated context-free grammaz G' as follows: If G is (V, E, R, S) then G' is (V, E, R~, S) where for every rule aZ,l3 --~aryA E R there is a rule Z-~ry E R'. There aze no other rules in R~.
We call G acyclic iff the associated context-free grammaz G' is acyclic. 
Recognition is NP-complete
In this section we prove that the recognition problem for acyclic contextsensitive grammars is NP-complete. Acyclic CSG will be abbreviated as ACSG.
RECOGNITION FOR ACYCLIC CSG
INSTANCE: An acyclic context-sensitive grammaz G-(V, E, R, S) and a string w E E'.
QUESTION: Is w in the language generated by G?
Before we prove that RECOGNITION FOR ACYCLIC CSG is NP-complete, we first prove some theorems and lemmas.
The function ld(G", n) is the length of the longest derivation from any input word with length n using grammar
Proo~With induction to n.
Basic step: n-1. In the worst case we can apply all rules once. The length of this derivation is~R'~~-1. So !d(G',1) -~R'~f 1.
Induciion step.
We have an input word with length n~-1. We will try to derive the startsymbol by bottom-up application of rules on it. There must be a branching rule. In the worst case we can apply all (maximal R'~-1) non-branching rules once to all symbols of an input with length n~{-1. This means that we have ((~R'~-1)(n f 1)) applications of rules. When we apply a branching rule we get a word with length n(or smaller). The Proo~Every derivation in an acyclic csg is a derivation in the associated cfg. The number of rules in the associated cfg equals the number of rules in the acyclic csga. o
Theorem 1: RECOGNITION FOR ACYCLIC CSG is in NP
Proof. A nondeterministic algorithm can guess every (bottom-up) replacement of some substring until the staztsymbol has been found. This process will not take more steps than the length of the longest derivation. The longest derivation in an acyclic csg has polynomial length. Therefore, this nondeterministic algorithm runs in polynomial time and it recognizes exactly L(G).T heorem 2: There is a transformation f of 3SAT to RECOGNITION FOR ACYCLIC CSG.
Proof: First we transform the instances of 3SAT to those of RECOGNI-TION FOR ACYCLIC CSG. An example of this transformation is:
(~u3 V uZ V~ul ) n(u3 V~u2 V ul ), a 3-SAT instance, is transformed into "vl v2 v3 not u3 uZ not ui u3 not uz ul". This is not quite true. Two context-sensitive rulea can be mapped on the same contextïree rule. The asaocisted cfg can have leas rules than the acyclic csg. In thia case, lemma 1.2 is atill true, of course. Most of the nonterminal symbols have two subpazts: the original terminal symbol and the value that is passed. The symbol "u3uat" means: I was originally uy and I am passing the information that v2 has been made true.
When the value of v; crosses u;, u; is turned into true or false ( t or f). When u3 "hears" frorn its left neighbour that v3 has been initialized as false, "u3u2t" will be replaced by "fu3fs3.
We end up with a sequence of initialised v's followed by a sequence of t's and f's. These sequences together form an"s" Furthermore, ACSG's recognize languages that are not context-free. One example is the language
{anó~"cn~n~1}
This language is recognized by the grammaz ("x" is a nonterminal):
A derivation of " a a b b b b c c":
s~abbc~abxc~axxc~axbbcc~aabbbbcc.
With the pumping lemma one can prove that the language is not contextfree.
Conclusions
We have proved that recognition for ACSG is NP-complete. It turns out to be very important for complexity of recognition with csg's whether sending information leaves a trace.
Restricting the amount of information that can be sent seems an approach that comes closer to models of human language than blocking the sending of information by bazriers. In natural languages one finds unbounded dependencies which aze dependencies over an unbounded distance. The number of unbounded dependencies in natural language are (almost) always restricted. The polynomial bound would be an explanation of the fact that humans can process language efficiently. Humans have a fixed grammaz in mind which does not change. So the complexity of recognition with a fixed grammaz should be compazed with the speed of human language processing.
We have encoded 3-SAT in vazious acyclic context-sensitive grammazs now. I think it is not possible to write an acyclic context-sensitive grammaz that recognizes all 3-SAT formulas. We cannot encode 3-SAT in the input sentence (when the csg is acyclic). Therefore I think that the recognition problem for any fixed grammar is polynomial. The proof of this has not been found yet (nor a proof of the counterpart). It is the subject of ongoing research. 
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